2019 ACC WRESTLING CHAMPIONSHIP

#1 Jamel Morris, NCST
BYE
#5 LJ Bentley, Pitt
#4 Josh Finesilver, Duke
#3 A.C. Headlee, UNC
#6 Sam Krivus, UVA
BYE
#2 Mitch Moore, VT

BYE
Loser of 5

Loser of 26

Loser of 25

Loser of 6
BYE

ACC CHAMPION

141

THIRD PLACE

NCAA QUALIFIERS

4
#1 Mitch Finesilver, Duke
BYE
#5 Michael Murphy, UVA
7
#4 Ryan Blees, VT
#3 Justin Oliver, NCST
8
#6 Dallas Bulsak, Pitt
BYE
#2 Austin O'Connor, UNC
#1 Mitch Finesilver, Duke

149

ACC CHAMPION

NCAA QUALIFIERS
4
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#2 Cam Coy, UVA

Loser of 31

Loser of 32

Loser of 11

Loser of 12

BYE

#3 Thomas Bullard, NCST

#4 Zach Finesilver, Duke

#5 Sawyer Davidson, UNC

#1 Mekhi Lewis, VT

#1 Lewis, VT

BYE
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2019 ACC WRESTLING CHAMPIONSHIP

# ACC CHAMPION

#1 Zack Zavatsky, VT
BYE

#5 Kaden Russell, Duke
#4 Chip Ness, UNC

#3 Nick Reenan, NCST
#6 Will Schany, UVA
BYE

#2 Nino Bonaccorsi, Pitt
BYE

Loser of 15
35

Loser of 36
79

Loser of 35

Loser of 16
55

Loser of 55

Loser of 56
71

True 5th place Winner for NCAA AQ
(no points for ACC Championship)

184

THIRD PLACE
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## 2019 ACC Wrestling Championship

### ACC Champion

- #1 Jay Aiello, UVA
- #5 Alec Schenk, Duke
- #4 Kellan Stout, Pitt
- #3 Malik McDonald, NCST
- #6 Brandon Whitman, UNC
- #2 Tom Sleigh, VT

### Third Place

- Loser of 18
- Loser of 58
- Loser of 38
- Loser of 57

### NCAA Qualifiers

- 4
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